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INTRODUCTION 
THE THEOREMS below are, essentially, about the group of units in an integral group ring, 
Zn, with z a finite group. The questions are complicated by the fact that we consider not 
only units, i.e. GL(1, Zz), but GL(n, Zn) for all n. On the other hand, we compensate by 
abelianizing GL(n, Zn). 
Specifically, if A is a ring, let 
K,(A) = 1 im GL(n,A)/[GL(n,A) GL(n,A)], 
n 
x0 
where we embed GL(n,A) + GL(n + 1, A) by x + O 1 . 
( 1 
The final result (Theorem 5, $10) exhibits explicit generators and relations for the 
(finite dimensional) vector space Q @ a K,(Zn). This result was explicitly conjectured by 
Milnor, and, indeed, all of what follows grew out of attempts to answer several questions 
proposed by Milnor. One of the important steps below (Theorem 2, $6) was first proved by 
Milnor, and, independently, by myself. 
The methods used here involve some theorems of independent interest, so I will 
briefly describe them. 
First we introduce the “Grothendieck group,” K,(A), of finitely generated projective 
A-modules. Moreover, we write 
RO(A)=R@zK,-,(A) and R,(A)=R@&(A). 
The first result generalizes the Dirichlet Unit Theorem as follows: Let A be a semi- 
simple Q-algebra, let 0 be an order in A, and let A, = R@ ,& (E.G. 0 = Zx, A = Qn, 
A, = RX.) If V is an A,-module the representation 0 + End,(V) induces K,(0) --i K,(End, 
(I’)), and we compose this with logldetl : K,(End,(V)) + R to define 
fy : R,(8) + R 
t This work has been partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant NSF GP-1904. 
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a linear functional. One verifies easily that&,, = fv + fw, so that V+f,, induces a linear 
transformation R&43 -+ R,(B)* = Humn(R,(B), R). 
UNIT THEOREM (see $4). The sequence 
0 * R,(A) --+ R,(A,) + R,( 8)* * 0 
is exact. 
When A is an algebraic number field with integers 0 thiscan easily be seen tocontain the 
classical Dirichlet theorem (which, however, is used in the proof). 
The Unit Theorem is essentially contained in my arguments in [2, 5 $19-201. The proof 
here amounts largely to a tedious reorganization of notation, with the essential facts being 
simply quoted (with reference) as lemmas. 
Next we study the special case, 
0 + R,,(Qlr) + R,(Rlc) --, R,(Zn)* + 0, 
E a finite group. This sequence behaves properly with respect o induction and restriction 
homomorphisms, relative to subgroups, so we can apply Artin’s theorem on induced 
rational characters and obtain a “multiplicative form” of this theorem. This is the theorem 
proved by Milnor, to which I referred above. 
THEOREM (see $6). The images in K,(Zz) of the K,(Zlr’), where I? ranges ol?er all cyclic 
subgroups of 7c, generate a subgroup ofjnite index. 
This theorem has the effect of reducing Milnor’s conjecture to the case of cyclic groups 
(Theorem 4, $9). In order to prove it there we reduce the problem to a certain “independence 
theorem” (Theorem 3, 58) for cyclotomic units in cyclotomic number fields. This theorem 
in turn generalizes a classical theorem of the same type, proved in a form suitable for our 
purpose by Franz [7]. The generalization is proved by reducing it to Franz’s result. 
In the last section I survey some related results and questions about K,(Zrt). 
I. THE GENERALIZED DIRICHLET UNIT THEOREM 
$1. Reduced norms 
We assume throughout that all modules arefinitely generated left modules, and algebras 
arefinite dimensional otler the ground$eld. If A is a ring, 
A = the group of units of A. 
For example, if F is a field, then A = End,(F”) is a central simple F-algebra, and A = CL 
(n,F). In particular, we have the homomorphism det : A + P. The reduced norm generalizes 
this to an arbitrary simple algebra with center F(see Bourbaki [5, $12, No. 31). It is construct- 
ed by choosing a “splitting field” L =I Ffor A, i.e. one for which A, = L Q FA is L-isomorphic 
to End,(V) for some vector space Y over L. If o : ;4, + End,(V) is such an isomorphism, 
A -+ A,: End,(V), 
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composed with detV1, defines a homomorphism A + i. The image lies actually in p c t, 
and the resulting homomorphism, 
Nrd: A+I’ 
is independent of all choices above. 
Now suppose A is a simple F-algebra whose center, C, is possibly larger than F. Then 
A is a central simple C-algebra so we have Nrd : A * d. 
Suppose, finally, that A is only a semi-simple F-algebra. Then A is a finite product, 
A = nAj, with each A, simple. If Cj = center Ai then C = nCi = center A, and we define 
Nrd: A-+ C 
coordinatewise; 
NrdA=nNrdA,:A=nAi-,~=nci. 
A is a separable F-algebra if A is semi-simple and if each C,/F is a separable field extension. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be a separable F-algebra with center C, and let L be a jield extension 
of F. Then 
(i) A,, = L @ FA is a semi-simple L-algebra with center C, = L @ &; and 
(ii) The diagram A - A, 
I I Nrd,, I NrdA, 
C---& is commutative 
Proof. (i) See Bourbaki [5, $7, no. 61. 
(ii) It suffices to prove (ii) with L algebraically closed. For if E is an algebraic closure of 
L, we use the injectivity of the horizontal maps in 
. . 
A-AL- & 
to deduce commutativity of the left rectangle from that of the right and total rectangles. 
Next, from the componentwise definition of Nrd, we may restrict attention to the 
case : A is simple, so C, the center of A, is a separable field extension of F. Let a,, . . . , a,, de- 
note the distinct F-algebra homomorphisms C + E. If E, = E @ csiC( z E), then we have 
The last isomorphism uses 
E @ FA =fiA, where Ai = 
i=l 
separabiity of C/F and the algebraic closure of E. Now A, = 
E@ c,siA is simple with center Ei. Since (E,c2,) a splitting field 
394 
for A over C, 
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is commutative by definition of Nrd. Taking the product on the right, 
A-n/&=,& 
’ 
I 
Nrd 
1 I 
Nrd Nrd 
1
c - 11 Ei = CE 
is commutative, as was to be shown. 
LEMMA 1.2 Let A be a simple F-algebra with center C, and write n* = [A: C]. If NAIF 
denotes the norm in A as F-atgebra, then, for UE A, 
LllUl 
N,,,(u) = Nrd(u)” 
~,,&r) = ~C,F(~“,CW). 
Proof. See Bourbaki [5, $12, nos. 2 and 31. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let B be a simple R-algebra with center C. (Thus C = R or C.) If UE B 
then ]Nrd(u)l = 1 o lNelR(u)l = 1. 
Proof. 1x1 refers here to ordinary absolute value in C. By Lemma 1.2 NBIE(u) = 
Nc,,(Nrd(u)“), where n* = [B : C]. Hence IN&u)1 = INrd(u)I”cC:R1. The conclusion follows 
since the positive reals have no elements of finite order # 1. 
$2. Semi-simple Q-algebras 
Let A be a semi-simple Q-algebra with center C, and let 0 be an “order” in A, i.e. a 
subring, finitely generated as a Z-module, and such that A = Q @ #. We denote by R 
the maximal order in C. Thus, C is a product of number fields, and R is the product of 
the rings of algebraic integers in each factor. 
LEMMA 2.1. Nrd(@ is a subgroup of maximal rank of A. When 0 is commutatir:e, this 
means 1, is a subgroup ofjinite index in R, and, in particular, 0 A l? = 6’. 
Proof. This is proved in [2, Ch. IV, 9 $19-201. The argument, in brief, is as follows: 
Choose a maximal order 0’ 2 0, and note that, since q0’ c 0 for some integer q > 0, &’ 
contains all units of 0’ which are E 1 mod q8’, a subgroup of finite index. It suffices, there- 
fore, to prove the lemma for 0’. But 0’ is a product of maximal orders in the simple factors 
of A, so we reduce to the case: A is simple. Say [A : C] = n*. Then if UE k c &‘, Nrd(u) = 
u”, so Nrd(&‘) =I l?‘. Finally, Nrd(B’) c k since 0’ is integral over R. 
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The center of A, is Cn and CR = R” x C” as an R-algebra, for suitable rl, r2 2 0. 
If CE C,, say c = (c,, . . . , c,,, c_+ r, . . , c,, +,,) we shall write 
log/cl = (log ICIlr ..a 1 wG,l, wCr*+llf~ -0. 9 loglcr,+r,l’) 
LEMMA 2.2. (Dirichlet Unit Theorem; see, e.g. [lo, Ch. V, $11.) 
Since fi c c c c,, we can define the homomorphism 
log] j:k+Rr1+‘2 
using the notation above. The image is a lattice of rank r, + rz - q in Rl~+~l, where q is the 
number of simple factors of C. The kernel is the torsion subgroup of A. 
$3. Stabilization 
We now introduce the Grothendieck groups, as in [2], [4]. 
Let A be a ring. K,(A) is the abelian group with generators, (P), one for each (isomor- 
phism class) of finitely generated projective A-modules, P, and relations (P@ Q) = (P) + 
<Q>. 
For example, if A is a semi-simple algebra, then K,(A) is free abelian with the (classes 
of) simple A-modules as a basis. In particular, if II is a finite group, Ko(Cn) is naturally 
isomorphic to the character ing of rr. 
Let E(n, A) = the commutator subgroup of GL(n, A), and embed GL(n, A) -t GL 
(n + 1, A) by x --+ G i . Then 
( 1 
I , 
K,(A) = lim GL(n, A)/E (n, A). 
n 
K, and KI are each covariant functors of A, in an obvious way. 
Suppose A is commutative. The homomorphisms 
det : GL(n, A) + A, 
with kernels SL(n, A), are compatible with GL(n, A) c GL(n + 1, A). Therefore, since A is 
abelian, there is an induced homomorphism, 
det : K,(A) + A. 
The identification, A = GL(l, A) c GL(n, A) splits det, so that 
(3.1) K&4) E A @ KSL,(A). 
where KSL,(A) = li,m SL(n, A)/E(n, A). 
n 
Next suppose that A = End,(v) where F is a field and V z Fd. Then GL(n, A) r GL 
(nd,F), and again the determinant induces a homomorphism, 
(3.2) K,(EndF( k’)) --, P. 
Since the commutator subgroup of GL(nd, F) is SL(nd, F) (for F a field, and nd > 2), (3.2) 
is an isomorphism. 
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We now return to the setting of $2: 
A is a semi-simple Q-algebra. 
C is the centre of A. 
(3.3) 0 is an order in A, 
R is the maximal order in C. 
IfM,(A) is the n x n matrix algebra A, then M,,(B) is an order in M,,(A), to which we 
apply Lemma 2.1: 
Nrd: GL (n, @)+A 
is a homomorphism whose image is a subgroup of finite index in k. It is easy to see that these 
homomorphisms are compatible with the embeddings, GL(n, 0) c GL(n + 1,0). Since J? 
is abelian we therefore obtain homomorphisms 
(3.4) N,, : GL(n, @)/E(n, 0) +ri 
and, in the limit, 
(3.5) N: K,(@)-rR. 
LEMMA 3.6 (see 12, Ch. IV, $$19-201): F or ah suficiently Iarge n, N,, has finite kernel 
and cokernel. The same is true of N, so that KI(0) is a finitely generated abelian group of 
rank r - q, where r = rl + rz and q hare the same meaning as in Lemma 2.2. 
$4. The Unit Theorem 
A, C, 0, and R designate the same things as in 92 (see (3.3)). 
Let V be an &module, so that we have a homomorphism, 0 + End,(V), hence ,also, 
K,(O) + K,(End,(V)). Composing this with the isomorphism ,(3.2), K,(Endll( V)) + R, 
we obtain 
fy : K,(8) -+ k, 
and 
sv = loglfvl : K,(u) + R. 
If we write R, = R @ =K,, and RI = R @ zKI then gv induces gv: R,(0) + R, a linear func- 
tional. It is clear from the definition that gvew = gv + gw so that I’+ gv defines a homo- 
morphism &(A,) + R,(O)* = Homll(R,(0), R), and hence an R-linear map 
(4.1) MA,) -+ K,(Q)*. 
If N : K,(O) + k is the homomorphism of Lemma 3.6 then the coordinates of the 
induced homomorphism 
logIN : R,( 0) + R”+” 
are of the form gv for suitable Y, It follows therefore from Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 2.2 that 
there are “enough” linear functionals gv, i.e. that (4.1) is sujective. 
THEOREM 1 (Unit Theorem). With 0 an order in a semi-simple Q-algebra, A, the 
sequence 
0 --+ R,,(A) -+ R,(A,) + R,(O)* -+ 0 
is exact (where the map on the right is (4.1)). 
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Proof. dim &(A,) = the number of simple factors of A, = the number of simple 
factors of CR = or + r2 = r, in the notation of Lemma 3.6. Similarly, dim&,(A) = q, and, 
by Lemma 3.6, dim R,(O) = r - q. Exactness at R,(O)* has been proved above, and exact- 
ness at R,(A) is obvious. Therefore, by dimension count, it remains only to show that the 
composite 
R,(A) + W-G -+ RI(@)* 
is zero. This is equivalent o: g,,a = 0 for all A-modules, V, where V, denotes the A,- 
module, R @I eV. Since gVR = log]f,,] we want ]&&x)] = 1 for all x~Kr(0). Now fv, is 
the composite K,(O) -, K,(End,( Va)) -+ k, and this factors through K,(B) --) K,(Ende(V)) 
+ 4. Since 8 is a finitely generated Z-module, the image of K,(O) lies in Z =(+ l}, and 
our conclusion follows. 
$5. The commutative case 
A special case of a conjecture of Serre is: 
CONJECTURE. If R is the ring of integers of a numberjield then every subgroup offinite 
index in SL(n,R) contains all matrices E I module some non zero ideal, provided n 2 3. 
This has been proved in many special cases in [ll], [15], and in unpublished joint work 
of the author with J. Milnor. Using techniques of [2] one obtains easily: 
COROLLARY OF CONJECTURE. Let 0 be an order in a semi-simple Q-algebra, and suppose 
n 2 3. Then tfH is a normal subgroup of SL(n,O), there is a unique ideal q (possibly q = 0) 
such that H is the inverse image in SL(n,O) of a subgroup of the center of SL(n,O/q) (which is 
(1) when q = 0). In particular, SL(n,O) is its own commutator subgroup. 
The last assertion immediately implies :
COROLLARY. For 0 as above, 
K,(O) -=-+ t5 
is an isomorphism. I.E. KSL,(O) = 0. 
II. ARTIN’S INDUCI-ION THEOREM 
$6. Artin’s Theorem for K,(Zn) 
LEMMA 6.l(see Artin [I], or [6, $391, or [13, Prop. 4.11). L.-et n be a finite group and F 
afield of characteristic zero. Let V denote the F-module of all class functions g : n + F. (I.E. 
g is a function such that g(x-‘yx) = g(y) f or all x, y E n.) Zf g E V is such that g(x) = g(y) 
whenever x and y generate the same cyclic subgroup of A, then g is a linear combination of 
rational characters of x. 
Now let j : IL’ t 71 be a subgroup of rr. Then we have j : Zn’ + Zn, which induces jr : 
K,(Zn’) + K,(Zlr). 
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Let V be a real representation space of x, i.e. an Rn-module. Denote by p(V) the space 
of the representation restricted to x’, i.e. p(V) is V regared as an Rx’-module. Thus, the 
square 
ZK - End*(V) 
i 
Zrr’ - End&(V)) 
(6.1) 
is commutative, the horizontal maps being those defined by the representations. Then, by 
definition of fv and fptvj (see +I), the following diagram is commutative: 
The map Y --* p(V) defines a “restriction homomorphism,” 
restr: &(RR) + K,,(Rn’), 
and, if we tensor everything with R, the commutativity of (6.1) translates into: 
LEMMA 6.2. If j: IL’ c R is a subgroup, then the square 
R&W - Rl(Zn)* 
R,(Rn’) - R1(Zn’)* 
is commutative, where the horizontal maps are those of the Unit Theorem (see (4.1)). 
The next theorem was also proved by Milnor. 
THEOREM 2. Let x be afinite group. The images of ji : K,(Zn’) -+ K,(Zlr), where j : x’ c 72 
ranges over all cyclic subgroups of ?r, generate a subgroup offinite index in K1(Zx). 
Proof. Since K,(Zz) is an abelian group of finite type [2, $181 it suffices to show that 
the images of jr : R,(Zn’) --, R,(Za) generate R,(Zrc) as an R-module. Suppose h: R1(Zn) +R 
is a linear functional (i.e. h E R1(Zn)*) such that h(j,(R1(Zx’))) = (j,)*(h) (R,(Z?r’)) = 0 for 
all cyclic A’ in II. 
By the Unit Theorem and Lemma 6.2 the diagram 
0 -+ RO(Qn) -+ R,(Rn) -+ R,(Zn)* + 0 
1 1 1 
0 + R,,(Qn’) --) R&RX’) + R,(Zi?)* + 0 
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is commutative with exact rows. h is the image of some x E R,,(Rrc); let g be the real linear 
combination of real characters corresponding to x. Since (j,)*(h) = 0, the “restriction” of 
x to each cyclic 7~’ in ?r comes from R,(Qx’), so gin is a real linear combination of rational 
characters on 11’. In particular, g(x) = g(y) if x and y generate the same cyclic subgroup of 
n’. Since this is true for all n’, it follows from Artin’s Theorem (Lemma 6.1) that g itself is a 
linear combination of rational characters of n. Hence x comes from &,(Qrr), and finally, 
h = 0 as claimed. 
We close this section by recording another obvious corollary of the Unit Theorem. 
(See 1% WI.) 
COROLLARY 6.3. K,(Zn) is a finitely generated abelian group of rank r(n) - q(n), where 
r(n) = the number of irreducible real representations of 11: 
and 
q(n) = the number of irreducible rational representations of R. 
III. AN INDEPENDENCE THEOREM FOR CYCLOTOMIC. UNITS 
97. Some classical facts 
We now introduce some notation which will be adhered to for the balance of this paper. 
Everything now takes place inside C. Let m be a positive integer. 
Y ,,, = the group of rnth roots of unity. 
@ ,,, = the generators of ‘I!,,, (primitive mth roots). 
Qm = QcY3 = Q@‘3 = Q(f) 
for any l&m. Y, = iJdInt@,, (disjoint) and (Qd has q(d) elements (Euler cp). [Q,,,: Q] = 
q(m) (irreducibility of the cyclotomic polynomials). If m and n are relatively prime, 
Y mn = Y ,,, x Y, (direct prodttct). 
If c is a root of unity we shall write 
e(i) = ( 1-c if 5#1 l if [ = 1. 
Our main interest here is in the multiplicative subgroup of C generated by the e(i), partic- 
ularly in the relations between these generators. We begin by recording some obvious 
relations, and we shall calculate some norms. 
First, we obviously have 
(7.1) e([-‘) = -(-‘e(c) (if i # I). 
Next suppose I;n# 1, i.e. c$Y,. Then setting t = 5-l in 
,&I - ?) = 1” - 1 
n 
we have 
,* _” 
i - 1 = I-I i_‘(l -<q). 
‘I E VY,, 
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Multiply by i” and we obtain 
(7.2) r(Y) = ,II, 4(jV) (for C # ul,) 
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose iE@,,(rn > 1; and let N = NQ,,,Q. Then 
N(e(5)) = 
/ p if m = p”, p a prime 
I 1 lf m is not a prime power. 
Proof. N(e(S)) = l-j (1 - rl) = q+,(l), where cp,,(t) = fl (t - 
wdm s&l 
polynomial. 
q) is the nz’” cyclotomic 
If p is a prime, q,(t) = 1 + t + (.- + tPml, and (P~,,+~ (t) = cpp(tP”). Hence (pp,, (I) = p 
for all n 2 1, and the prime power case is established. 
Assume, by induction, that the lemma is known for all proper divisors of m. 
LEMMA 7.5. Suppose m = pm, with p prime, and let N = NQmm ,,,,. 
(a) Zfp#m, then Y’,,, = ‘I’,,,, x Y,. Suppose j~‘l’,,~ and GE@,. Then 
N(e( iy)) = e(<)P- ’ 
and 
N(e(<a)) = e(<“)e([)-’ if < # 1. 
(b) if p/m, and if < E Y, then 
M(r(i’)) = r(i)P !I’ < E Y,,, 
and 
so that m = n cp,( 1). For each prime, p, p,,(l) = p precisely ford = pi with pilm. Thus, the 
Jlf%d> 1 
number of factors p equals the power to which p divides ~7. Hence, the ~~(1) for which d 
is a prime power contribute exactly m. Of the remaining factors, all but q,,,(l) equal one, by 
induction. Hence m p,,,(l) = m, so q,,,(l) = 1, as claimed. 
40 
COROLLARY 7.4. If[,qe an, then - 
47) 
is a unit in Z[Q,]. IJm is not a prime power then 
e(c) itself is a unit in Z[@,]. 
l-i 
Proof. i = q’ for some r so that - 
1-V 
= 1 +q+... +-f-l is an algebraic integer, 
and so is e(c). The corollary now follows from (7.3) since an algebraic integer of norm one 
is a unit. 
N(r(i)) = e(i”) if i 4 Ym,. 
ProoJ In each case the first formula is simply a question of degree: [Q, :Qm, J = $$ = 
1 
(p - 1) (case a). resp., = 11 (case h). 
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In case a, (Co)” = cp~Q,,,,, so the conjugates of la are all ir, 7 E Qp. Thus, N(e(To)) = 
J 
e 
e(5r) = t g e(5r). e(5)- 1 = G?Mi)- I, using (7.2). 
P 
In case b, Cp~Q,,,,, and Q,, contains Y’,. Hence, if 5 # Q,,, the conjugates of b: are all 
it, 7 E Yp, so N(e(tJ) =,II, e([7) = e(cP), using (7.2) again. 
P 
We next quote a deep result of Franz, which we shall generalize in Theorem 3 below. 
Franz’s proof is short, but relies on nonvanishing properties of certain Gauss sums, and 
of L-series at s = 1. 
By a “character” of Y,,, we shall mean a linear character, i.e. a homomorphism 
x:Y’,+Y’,. 
LEMMA 7.6 (Franz [17, 99 and 9121). Suppose m > 1 and that ar, C E mm, are integers 
such that (i) as = a5- I (cc5 @,I, (ii) C a( = 0, and (iii) for all characters x of Y’, 
:gm e&(i))“’ = 1. Then all a5 = 0. 
$8. The Independence Theorem 
THEOREM 3 (Independence Theorem). Let m be an integer r 1. Suppose a& EY,) 
are integers such that 
(8.1) a(..., = a(, 
and such that, for all characters x of Y,, 
(8.2) &ewW = 1. 
Then al =Oforall~# 1. 
Remark. If x is the identity endomorphism then (8.2) becomes 
(8.3) ,FI, e(CP= 1. 
Moreover, if x is an automorphism of Yl, then (8.2) follows from (8.3) since x then extends 
to an automorphism of the field Q,. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on m, the case m = 1 being vacuous. 
If m = m’m, let x be a character with kernel Y,. and image Y,,. Setting b, = 1 ac 
IC)=V 
for vEYml, these data clearly satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Thus, if ml < m, 
i.e. if m‘ > 1, then it follows by induction that b, = 0 for 7 # 1. Since each b,, is the sum of 
the aC over a coset of Y,,,,, we can now assert: 
(8.4). If m’lm, m’ > 1, and if i $ Y,., then 1 ara = 0. 
6CU* 
Let N = Nn,,,,o. For 5omDd we have, from Lemma 7.3, that N(e(c)) = 1 if d is not a 
prime power, and N(e([)) is a power of the prime p if d is. Applying N to (8,3), therefore, 
we can neglect all but prime power order c’s, and even segregate the latter according to the 
relevant prime. Thus if plm, p prime, write m = p”m,,, p$mO, and we have 1 -fi N(e(a))““. 
If a&,,, 1 5 i 5 n. and if I’i = [Q, : Q,,,], then, by Lemma 7.3, N(e(a)) =iri. Hence 
aanpap put uoympu! lilddt? um aM os i’tdlh3_5 **‘J au1 10~ (2.8) say!.iah sy~ *I = (])a ays 
Qdde MON *I s! ~0132~ puoms aql snrIi ! (vg) Lq ‘da30 -10.j ‘0 = % 3 a*v aM I < ,w avs 
amq aM (2.8) LIIOL~ edh uo dew Klguap! aql dq d,+, x ‘“‘A = “‘A 
uo wmeq3 e 01 X pualxg *I c ,ut ‘+A = ha7 asoddns OS *aAoqv uraloaql aq$ ~U!MO~~OJ 
yrfxua~ ayl a2ohu! "173 a;M urqqctrourolne ue s! XJI -'"'A JO .rapeleq~ es! X asoddns ‘(~‘8) 
~03 *Jeap s! (l-8) tt aql put 1f.u 10~ Lualoayl aql JO sasaqlodlCq aql XJ!_rah MOU 1Iqs ah 
rt: 
!"#+3) 
zn _ d?&= d:,, ( ,,(!)J 11 = I (9’8) 
:ahey a.roJalaql aM ‘0 = dt3(D(g*8) /ca %I -;zyf = b ; yf + &(I - d) = % aAwl 
aM (d= ,244 ql!M) (p.8) /C$J *“t) 3 = ‘p put? ‘% 1 +““b ‘3 - “‘~(1 - d) = + XIlaljM 
:aisln3p3 aM E’L muwa7 put (B)S*L mut.ua~ 8ysn *dh x ‘“A = ‘“A : 1 = u 
*djaleledas 1 < II pun 1 = u sam aql lupsa.rl 
‘(E.8) 0% N Qdde I[“yS 9M ‘MOZI ““b:Wb~ = N Ial pur! ‘aAOqi2 su ‘Turd = Otu,,d = UI al!lM 
d@3D 
‘0 = ‘u 3 tray] ‘awild d ‘utldJI (qs) 
/aJ- 
: apnpuo3 aloJaJaql ue3 aM ‘0 = D~ z $%?q~ (d = ,UI ql!~) 
(9.8) uroq SMO~~OJ I! OS ‘dh JO slaso3 ~~~~~.rluou JO uo!un v s! Td~ ‘1 c .I JI *“zidy!4 ‘f= 0 
” 
ssvn NvK,~H ZOP 
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cc = 0 for i # 1, i.e. (see 8.6)) ac=pac~ for 5 # 1 in Y’,,. Choosing q = p’ so that cq = [ we 
find that a: = q a[,, = q ac, so ai = 0. We have proved :
(8.7) If m = pm,, ptrn,, then for 5 # 1 in ‘I’,,,,, al = 0. 
II > 1: m = p”mo = pm, and plm,. Again we apply N = No,,c,, to (8.3), this time 
using Lemma 7.5(b): 
Collecting exponents in the second factor leads to sums over non trivial cosets of Y,,, and 
these sums vanish by (8.4). Thus 
1 = fl e(OPF , 
SEhq 
and these data clearly satisfy (8.1) of the theorem. For (8.2), suppose x is a character of 
Y,,,I ; extend x in any way to a character of Y,,,. If xIY,, is not a monomorphism then, from 
(8.2), 
and we can collect exponents modulo Y, to evaporate the second factor. If, on the other 
hand, xlY’,” is a monomorphism, we apply N to the last equation and calculate as above, 
using Lemma 7.5(b). We can now conclude, by induction, that pat = 0 for c # 1 in Y,, ; i.e. 
(8.) If m = pml, plm,, then for c # 1 in Y,,, u1 = 0. 
Now I claim that if [EY,, 5 # 1, then ur = 0 unless 5 E a,,,. For if 54 Q,,, we can choose 
p prime, m =pm,, so that (;EY,,. Hence ac = 0 either by (8.7) or by (8.8). Therefore 
(8.2) becomes 
and the theorem reduces to Franz’s theorem (Lemma 7.6). 
IV. GENERATORS AND RELATIONS FOR QOKl(Zr). 
MILNOR’S CONJECTURE 
59. Units in cyclic group rings 
Let n be a cyclic group of order m. We are going to use the Independence Theorem to 
exhibit generators and relations for a subgroup of finite index in the group of units of Zx. 
We fix a multiple,f, of cp(m). Hence cp(d)lffor all dim. Thus, if r is relatively prime to 
d, 
PI 1 mod d. 
Let D,(n) denote the set of elements of order exactly d in rr. If S, te md(z) then s = t’ 
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for some r, relatively prime to d, and we write 
[e(s)/e(t)]/ = (1 + t + . . . + t’-‘)/ + 
where C(t) = 1 + t + . . . + t * ’ for tE Q*(n). It is not hard to check that the right side - , 
depends only on s, not r. 
While the symbols e(s) and [e(s)/e(t)] have been given no independent meaning, the 
notation is suggestive in a way which is convenient by virtue of Lemma 9.1 below. 
Again here, we shall understand a “character” of x to mean a linear character. i.e. a 
homomorphism x: II + Y,,,. We shall also regard x as a ring homomorphism 
x: Zrr+Z[YJ. 
LEMMA 9.1. ff X iS U dUWf.‘CtC~ of II, Ud if& t E @,(tr) (f/It??) f/W/l 
e(xb)) .r x(C4s)/4t)lJ) = - ( 1 4x(t)) ’ 
where the right side has the meaning described in $7. In particular, x( [e(s)/e(t)]f) is a unit in 
zt’rm1. 
Proof. Write s = t’, so that 
[e(s)/e(t)lJ = (1 + t + . . . + t’-‘,bJ + y C(t), 
with x(t) = 1 + t + . . . + cd-‘. 
If X(I) = 1, then x([e(s)/e(t)lJ) = (r)/ + y, 
If x(0 Z 1, then x(C(t>) = &<t>) = 0, SO 
(C4s)/e(t)lJ> = (1 + x(t) + . . . +&)‘-1)” =(LZALYL (zw)J, 
as claimed. 
These elements are units in Z[Y,] by Corollary 7.4. 
Choose, for each djm, a ide md, i.e. a primitive d’” root of unity. Then we can identify 
A = Qn with n Q(id). 0 = ZR is an order in the commutative, semi-simple algebra, A, 
*lm 
and R = n Z[[,] is the maximal order of A. The coordinate projections, xd: Zx + Z[w 
d(w 
are characters in the sense described above. 
From the Dirichlet Unit Theorem (see Lemma 2.2) we see that the units of Z[<*] are a 
finitely generated group of rank zero if d I 2, and of rank *(q(d) - 2) if d > 2. Clearly the 
units of R are the direct product, over dim, of those of Z[[,]. 
Combining these remarks with Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 9.1 we can now record: 
LEMMA 9.2. The group of units of Zn is a,finitely generated group of mnk 
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If a, be Zn, then a = box(a) = x(b) for all characters x. a is a unit in ZIL~X(~) is a unzr 
in Z[Y,] for all x. In particular, the elements [e(s)je(t)]’ drzjined above are units. 
THEOREM 4. Let IE be a cyclic group of order m > 1, and let f be divisible by m and rp(m)- 
[f dim let 
T, = { Ce(s)je(t)lJ I s, t fz @,(xX. 
Then T, consists of units of Zn; let G, denote the group of units they generate. A complete 
set qf defining relations on these generators is: For every s, t, UE@~(K), 
(R,) [e(s-l)je(t)]l = [e(s)je(r)]/ 
CR,) 
r”‘zkGd= 444 1 ifd>2 
i 
2 
The group, G, generated by the G,,(dlm) is their direct product. G is a subgroup offinite index 
in the group of units of Zz, and its rank is r(x) - q(n), in the notation of Corollary 6.3. 
Remark. If above is only divisible by cp(m), then the theorem survives by reading 
(R,) as a congruence modulo elements of finite order, and then also G must be allowed to 
have some torsion. 
Proof. Lemmas (9.1) and (9.2) immediately imply that Td consits of units, as well as 
relations (R2). For (R,), moreover, it suffices to show that x([e(s-‘)/e(t)])l = x([e(s)/e(t)]l) 
for all x. If o = x(s) and T = x(t) then 
Since m and cp(m) divide f and m > 1, f is even, so (-a)-/ = b-f = 1. This explains the 
remark above, in case rn$J 
For each d(m choose, and fix, a t, E Q,,(n). Let S, c Q,,(n) contain exactly one repre- 
sentative from each set of the form {s, s-l} # {td, t;‘) in @d(x). Then S, is empty if d I 2, 
and S, has? - 1 elements if d r 2. Thus, by virtue of the rank formulas in Lemma 9.2 
and Corollary 6.3, the Theorem will be completely proved once we show that 
U ~E4M4Jl’ I s E &I 
dim 
is free basis for G. That the dfh set generates Gd is evident from relations (R,), (R2). To 
show independence, suppose given a relation 
(9.3) ,p Sgd ([e(s)/e(rd)lf)"s = la 
It remains to show that all a, = 0. We shall apply the Independence Theorem (§8), so we 
must first construct the necessary data. 
If UE n we define the integer 6, as follows: LIE (D,,(n) for a unique dim. If d 5 2 set 
b,, = 0. Otherwise, precisely one of the following four cases occurs: UES,, u-i E Sd, u = t,, 
or U- ’ = t,. Define 
and 
Choose an isomorphism x0 : 72 + ‘I’,,, and set 6; = b,, if [ = x0(u) E Y,. We must verify 
(8.1) and (8.2) of the Independence Theorem, for m and the b, ([E Y,,), in order to apply it. 
The construction guaranteed (8.1). It remains to show that, if x is a character of Y,,,, then 
,R e(i((i))b: = 1. 
m 
“RclIecting” (9.3) above yields 
J-$ s[~~Ce(s-‘):e(r~ WY = J * 
We take the product of this with (9.3) and apply the character xx0 of or; the result is 
= n n XXo(Ce(s)le(t,)l/Ce(s- LV4G ‘PP, dlrn SE& 
and this, by Lemma 9.1, is 
= Q pd4X(iNb~~ 
as follows from the definition of the b,. 
We can therefore deduce from the Independence Theorem that br = 0 for all i # 1. 
In particular, for each s E S,,, b,,c,9, = fu, = 0, so a, = 0, and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY (see Hilbert [9, Satz 1441): In Z[Y’,], the integers in the field of mrh roots 
of unity, the units of the form 
1-V 
1 -i’ 
(rl, i E @,, +n) 
generate a subgroup ofjinite index in the full group of units. 
Proqf: Let 7c be cyclic of order m, let 0 = ZTC, and let R,, = Z[&,], with 0 c R = fl R, 
lf(m 
as in the discussion preceding Lemma 9.2. Let G c & be the group in Theorem 4 above. 
Then G has finite index in l? = n & (Lemma 2.1), so its projection, H, into &, is of finite 
dim 
index in &, (because k projects onto A,,,). By Lemma 9.1, H is contained in the group 
described in the corollary, and the desired conclusion now follows. 
1-q . 
Remarks. The units - 
1-C 
with q,[ E Q,,, suffice, in the Corollary above, if m is a prime 
power, but not in general (e.g. not for m = 55). 
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$10. Milnor’s conjecture 
Let 7~ be any finite group, of order m. Fix an integer f divisible by cp(m,) where m, 
is an exponent of 7~ (i.e. P = 1 for all sin). Then if s, CER generate the same cyclic sub- 
group, we have the unit 
(10.1) C4W(Olf 
defined in $9. Since the units of Zn are just GL(1, ZK) c GL(n, Zn) the elements (10.1) 
represent elements of K,(Zn) (see $3). We shall denote by 
(10.2) [s/t3 o Q 62 K,W) 
the element 1 Ox, where [e(s)!e(t)]/ represents x~K,(Zlr). Note that [s/t] depends on our 
choice off. 
With the above notation, we now state Milnor’s conjecture as: 
THEOREM 5. L.et 7t be a finite group. Then 
s, t E II; s, t generate ofx} 
generates =KI(Za) A complete these 
generators the same cyclic subgroup 
= 
(R2) + = 
@3) [s/t]. 
shall hereafter write @ instead of &, 
LEMMA 10.3: Let :n n’ a offinite groups and 
f a multiple of Then the g1 : Q @I KI(Zrr) + Q @I 
K,(Zlr’), we have 
cIm/m = k7wIWll 
in the notation of (10.2). 
Proof. It clearly sufficies to check that 
s(K9/401~> = kW)MdOll~. 
Say t has order d, s = t’, and g(t) has order d,. Then C(t) = 1 + t + -a- + td-’ and 9(x(t)) = 
f&(t) )- APPLY 9 to 
[e(s)/e(t)]/ =(l + t + ... + f-l)/ + $Q(t, 
and we obtain 
(1 + g(t) + *** + g(t)‘-‘)I + G *; 2 MO), 
which is [e(g(s))/e(g(t))]t. 
Proof of Theorem 5. If II is cyclic, the theorem follows immediately from Corollary 
5.1, Theorem 4( $9), and the remark following Theorem 4. 
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If s, t, u E 5c generate the same cyclic subgroup, x’, and if j: K’ + II is the inclusion, 
then, by Lemma 10.3, j,([s;t],,) = [+s/t], (where the subscript removes the ambiguity of our 
notation). This has two consequences: (i) Relations (R,), (RJ follow from the cyclic case, 
and, (ii) our generators, [s/t], generate the images ofi, : Q 0 Kl(Zn’) --) Q 0 &(Zx), where 
z’ ranges over the cyclic subgroups of z. 
Combining (ii) with Theorem 2 ($6) we see that the [s/t] do indeed generate Q@ 
KI(ZJ9. 
Suppose x E TC. Let g : n + IT by g(s) = s- rsx. It follows immediately from the definition 
of KI that gr : Q @ &(ZK) --f Q 0 K,(nZ) is the identity map. On the other hand, by Lemma 
10.3, g,([,s/f]) = [g(s)/g(t)] = [A-‘sxix-‘TX], and this verifies (R,). 
Let C contain exactly one cyclic subgroup of x from each conjugacy class. For each 
x’ E C, choose a generator, r(x’), of x’. For s, UE rr, write s N u if s is conjugate in x to U* l_ 
This is an equivalence relation-, and each equivalence class imeets exactly; one ~‘EC. 
Let S(n’) be a set of representatives for the --classes which meet n’, other than the one 
containing t(~‘). 
It is straightforward to check that relations (RI), (RJ, (R,) imply that 
([.$(7r’)]:] 11’ E C, s E S(rr’)} 
suffices to generate Q 0 K,(Zrc). The number of generators here is the number, r, of m- 
classes, minus the number, q, of n’ in C. Now it is known (see [2, Corollary (20.3)]) that 
r = r(n) and q = q(x), in the notation of Corollary 6.3. Hence, relations (R,), (R,), (R,) 
imply that our generators pan a space of dimension I r(n) - q(n) = dim&Q@ Kl(Z7r)). 
Since we have already shown that they generate Q@ K,(Zn), our relations are complete. 
$11. Other results and questions on K,(Zz) 
Let z now denote any group, not necessarily finite. We shall write 
U(n) = GL( 1, ZTT), 
the group of units. and 
Wh(n) = K,(Zlc)/ f II, 
where the denominator efers to the image in K,(Zn) of +_x c U(x). If K is abelian then 
we have (see (3.1)) 
Kr(Z?r) = U(x) @ KSL,(Zn) 
and so 
Wh(n) = (U(n)/’ + z) 8 KSL,(ZTC). 
We give below a survey of some basic facts about these groups. Some are related to 
the still unanswered : 
Question (MILNOR): Is Wh(rc) a finitely generated abelian group if K is? 
(11.1) (G. Higman [8]). rf n is finite abelinn then + n is the torsiorz subgroup of U(X). 
To handle nonfinite abelian groups we use: 
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PROPOSITION 11.2 : Let A be a commutative ring with no nilpotent elements # 0, and no 
idempotents # 0 or 1. Let B = A[t, t-‘1 be the group ring over A of an infinite cyclic group. 
Then B shares the above properties with A, and 
8 = A x {t”ln E Z} (direct product). 
I.E. every unit of B has the form UT” with u E A and n E Z. 
Proof. Let f(r) = 2 a,t”E B, with a,: # 0 # a,,,, no S n,. f is not nilpotent since ano 
“=I80 
and ano are not, and clearly, then, f cannot be idempotent unless fc A (i.e. no = 0 = q). 
Now supposef is a unit itiB. Thenf(1) E A so we can replacef(t) byf(l)-‘f(t) and assume 
f(1) = 1. The Proposition is obvious for A a field, and it follows then for any integral do- 
main. Hence, if n # m, a,a, s 0 modulo any prime ideal of A. This implies a,a,,, is nil- 
potent [14, p. 1511, and hence zero, by hypothesis. Thus Ia,, = 1 and a,a,,, = 0 for n # m. 
The a, are therefore a decomposition of 1 as a sum of orthogonal idempotents, so some 
a,, = 1 and a,,, = 0 for m # n, by hypothesis. Finally then .f = I”, as was to be shown. 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let n be an abelian group with torsion subgroup no. Then 
U(lr)/(k no) r (U(x,)/( + x0)) x (x/x0) (direct product) 
and 
U(7c)/( + n) g U(n,)/( z!z n,). 
Both of these groups are torsion free. 
Proof. An obvious direct limit argument reduces this to the case of finitely generated 
x. Then n = x0 x z1 with 7t1 free and no finite. It is well-known that Zx, has no nontrivial 
nilpotent or idempotent elements (see, e.g. [13, Corollary 8.11). Since 271 = An1 with 
A = Zlc, we can apply (11.2) and induction on ranks n, to deduce U(z) = U(lr,) x 11,. 
The Proposition now follows, with the last assertion ensuing from Higman’s Theorem 
(11.1). 
(11.4) Granted the conjecture of $5, we could deduce from its corollaries, plus a direct 
limit argument, that: Zf z is a torsion abelian group then KSL,(Zn) = 0, i.e. K,(Zn) = U(z). 
Hence Wh(?r) = U(z)/(&?c) and is torsion free. 
Question: Let IE be a finite group (not necessarily abelian). Is Wh(Z) torsion free? 
(11.5) (Bass, Heller, Swan [4], see also [3]). Let A be any ring, and let B = A[t, t-l], t an 
indeterminate. Then 
K,(B) = K,(A) 8 K,(A) @ N, 
where N is represented by unipotent matrices of the form I + (t*’ - l)M, M a nilpotent 
matrix over A. 
(11.6) (Swan [31>. If it is a jinite group then Ko(Zn) is a finitely generated abelian group of 
rank one. 
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The last two results illuminate some of the difficulty in Milnor’s question above. Apply 
(11.5) to A = Zn, with n, finite and abelian. With n = IQ x nI, x1 infinite cyclic, we 
obtain 
K,(Z?T) z K,(Zrc,) 8 K,(Z7rr,) @ LV. 
We know K,(Zlr,) rather well, and (11.6) tells us about K,(Zn,). It is worth noting, inci- 
dentally, that K,(ZxJ may have nontrivial torsion, and the latter will survive in Wh(n). 
This shows that 7~ must be finite in the second question above. 
In order to answer Milnor’s question it remains to handle N, and no one has succeeded 
yet in doing this. (The next result can be useful in this connection.) Moreover, for n = 
nO x 7r1 with x1 free of rank > 1, (11.5) shows that one will have to calculate K, alongside 
KI- 
(11.7) (Bass, Heller, Swan [4]). If every f;nitely generated A-module has a finite, Jinitely 
generated, projective resolution, then a unipotent matrix represents zero in K,(A). The above 
hypothesis on A is inherited by A[t] and A[t, t- ‘I. 
Finally, I will mention the following result, which can be proved by a direct limit 
argument, using the naturality of the decomposition in (11.5). 
(11.7) Let A be any ring and let x be a torsion free abelian group. Then there is u subgroup, 
N c K,(Ax), such thot 
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